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THE CURRENT VIEW

Inflection Points

We enter the fourth quarter of 2014 with major market indices at or near
historic highs while at the same time it has become apparent that our
economy is nearing an inflection point. After six years of unprecedented
policy action by the Federal Reserve, a response to the worst financial
crisis since the Great Depression, we are about to embark on a different
course, or so it seems.

Investopedia defines an
inflection point as a turning
point after which a dramatic
change, with either positive or
negative results, is expected to
occur. Examples from our

everyday lives include teaching our
children to ride a bike or how to

swim. Remember the trepidation that you felt letting loose of the bike
handle, or at the exact moment a child or grandchild jumped into the
water for the first time. As the Federal Reserve moves to end
quantitative easing and asks the economy to do more on its own, that
same feeling is gnawing on the minds of investors. And just as the
above definition indicates, there are scores of pundits or experts
equally likely to tell you that the economy is about to sink as excess
liquidity is removed or, alternatively, that the resilience and strength
of our underlying economic engine is going to be on display as we
move into 2015. Which viewpoint is right? Only time will tell, but one
thing is for sure, that same angst that we felt with our children in the
above examples, will linger until the outcome becomes clear.

Recent headlines from national media outlets regarding both home ownership and stock ownership levels in
this country serve to remind us just how difficult an environment we have been in: home ownership has
dropped to levels not seen since 1995, and stock ownership has declined to the lowest levels in over eighteen
years. This has occurred despite record low interest rates and a bull market in stocks. These ownership trends
reinforce what we have witnessed first-hand with family or friends impacted by extended unemployment
and/or the loss of a home. The fact that these ownership levels persist in a growing economy that supports the
phase-out of the Fed’s stimulus program, speaks to the severity of the 2007-2009 downturn.
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The Current View: Inflection Point (continued)

The focus of financial commentators and individual investors on Federal Reserve Policy statements and the
latest economic data point releases is often short-sighted, leading investors to “miss the forest for the trees.”
One may debate the Federal Reserve’s response to the crisis of 2007-2009, but the fact is we are in the sixth
year of modest economic expansion and employment growth. Those who maintained a long-term view and an
investment posture that included equities have enjoyed significant returns over the past 5-1/2 years.

So as we enter an environment where the economy is about to lose its training wheels, we will see if the gains
prove transitory, dependent fully upon the liquidity provided by the Federal Reserve or if the assistance
provided was sufficient to get this economy to the point where it creates its own inertia. Despite the
uncertainty, we are banking on the latter.

ANOTHER VIEW

Markets at All Time Highs! Stocks are Expensive! Are They Really?

The media is always quick to point out when the markets or indices reach new highs. It makes for
great headlines and surely helps boost ratings. However they rarely talk about what this really means
and whether it indicates that stocks are expensive or cheap. With the Dow hovering around 17,000
and the S&P 500 stock index near 2,000 the question that is naturally asked is whether the indices
have room to go higher from here.

The answer to this question depends on a number of variables. Is money moving into the market from
other asset classes? Are foreigners buying U.S. assets? How do investors feel about the future of our
economy? And more important, how much are we paying for these assets at current levels. It is our
belief that many investors would be surprised to know that in the market’s heyday in the late 1990’s,
stocks were much more expensive than they are today even though the indices were at much lower
levels. How can this be? Well, in the late 1990’s investors in the S&P500 were paying approximately
28 to 30 times earnings for the S&P as a whole. In today’s markets, despite much lower interest rates,
the market is selling at 16.5 times expected earnings for the year, as corporate earnings have
expanded dramatically. So by one measure, investors are paying 40% less for the earnings of the
S&P500 than they were 15 years ago. Historically, lower interest rates are associated with higher
price/earnings ratios.

The next time you read about the market reaching new highs, realize that this level is a result of what
current investors are willing to pay on aggregate for corporate earnings and not necessarily an
indication that stocks are expensive.
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